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to say.    The British constitution did not, however, appear to
suffer when I appeared in morning dress.
The House received my speech on this occasion with great
generosity, and it was perhaps the most successful pronouncement
of my political career. The mover of the Address has an excep-
tionally difficult task to perform. 'I have to forgo all the delights
of controversy and of political vituperation, and restrict my remarks
to a few unprovocative generalities and to a dull unpartiality—a
restriction which will win for me, I am sure, the sympathy of every
ardent controversialist in the House.'1 I commented upon the
recent illness of the king, on the problem of unemployment, and
in conclusion I pleaded for an earnest attempt to increase goodwill
between England and the United States of America. * Nothing
would be more welcome to the people of both countries than that
their common genius should be pooled for the purpose of arriving
at an abiding and blessed peace. The American people are in
great part our kinsmen. Their roots are very deeply set in our
national soil. They belong to our civilization, and they are very
conscious of it. Their claims in this respect have been put into
imperishable words by one of the most lovable of New England
poets:
O Englishmen, in hope and creed,
And blood and tongue, our brothers,
We, too, are heirs of Runnymede;
And Shakespeare's feme and Cromwell's deed
Are not alone our Mother's.
'They claim a partnership in our great British traditions. They
look with affection on the ancient home of their race, as we look
with pride on their young and well-used strength. And the
enlightened people of both nations desire no greater blessing in
their time than that, henceforth, the broad Atlantic should become
no longer a barrier but a bridge, no longer a sea of possible strife
and trouble, but a free ferry, for the free peoples of a world at
peace/*
Members of all parties were most generous in their approval of
this speech. Mr. Lloyd George and many others spoke to me
about it in the kindest terms. The Times referred to its 'admirable
tone,* and stated that I had * conformed to, and even improved upon,
tradition in everything except that I had worn an ordinary frock
coat instead of court dress/ The Evening News remarked that
1 Hansard, 2nd July 1929.	* Ibid.

